The Devil Comes…

The Health Care Debate
Private V Public Health Care Insurance

Q: If a person has no insurance, would you let them die?
surely the answer is no ?
Ergo you have no choice but to provide an element of cover
from public taxation for everyone involved.
Yet surely people will always want more? and will look to
other ways to pay, i.e. private insurance as they fight for
that specialist care, fighting for more, not less?
Q: So how do we stop the public sector getting lax, and not
competing more, against those who offer more? or are
they better? and how do we improve the bar?
More efficiency, less waste? bringing better treatment for
all concerned, as surely we’re in the business of saving lives,
and extending them, rather then screwing them over.
Do we give them more money? more training? more what?
If there is no accountability, no markers, no way of judging who’s good, and
who’s not, then mistakes will be made, and standards will drop? and yet
image is nothing, and substance is everything, and yet does bureaucracy kill?
How is innovation awarded? how do we get it to the people fast? how is
knowledge shared? and how do we stand on progress fast? who has the skills?
who doesn’t? and who do you trust to save your life? and what risks are you
willing to take? and what do you think of Obama’s health reforms?
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The Devil Comes…
Thoughts By Gareth Bowen To Kick The Meeting Off
The NHS is filled with a bunch of incompetent, illiterate f**kwits who are
incapable of analysing anything, and are more concerned with dragging
their feet, then helping people.
they have no concept of the law, have completely destroyed my faith in
the west, and I would perhaps rather trust a shame more. Rather then a
bunch of pharmaceutical companies more intent on profit. least I go
anywhere near thalidomide again.
and as such I would perhaps trust an open minded Shaman or Wiccan
healing circle more, as they at least care about helping people.
There is no such thing as mental health, and schizophrenia is an excuse to
subvert people with alternative views in an effort to impression them
illegally and scare them from the occult.
I would find more information on Google, and if the surgeons are as bad
as those doctors, and GP’s then be very afraid…
As I would happily fire those doctors coasting to retirement, on a power
trip, as they try and compensate for their incompetence, while I
contemplate legal action again
So why not jump on the band wagon, and quote the illness of the day,
which is all that helpline will do as they waste money on IT, as I’m sure I
can write a better expert system from the comfort of home, for a lot less
money, with photos and graphics, which would analyse objectively, free
from prejudice - then those morons ever could.
Do they even know, how to formulae a conclusion, or is it just penicillin
time again? As really they suck at this.

Don’t you think?
(Now if you excuse me I am going to summon some demons, as that’s much more fun - astral projection got boring –though it may have
been sleep walking instead - we abandoned the experiments - and yeah telepathy, spirit and proof, you do know what that is, right?)
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